MA in Philosophy with Concentration in General Studies Degree Plan

Student Name: _______________________________

Semester of Entry (note: 6-year time limit for completion): __________

For questions, contact the Student Advisor at advising@holyapostles.edu.

Co-requisites for Philosophy (see note):

PHH 605 Ancient and Medieval Philosophy
PHH 620 Modern and Contemporary Philosophy

Semester Completed


Philosophy Core:

1. PHE 501 Ethics
2. PHS 551 Philosophical Anthropology
3. PHS 611 Logic and Epistemology
4. PHS 621 Philosophy of Nature & Metaphysics

Concentration Core:

1. ANY course within the Christian Wisdom Concentration
2. ANY course within the Ethics Concentration
3. ANY course within the History of Philosophy Concentration
4. ANY course within the Systematic Philosophy Concentration

Concentration Electives (Suggested):

1. ANY philosophy elective
2. ANY philosophy elective
   – OR –
1. ENG 891: Academic Research, Design and Writing
2. PH_899: Master’s Thesis

Note: If student has either/or PHH 605 or PHH 620 waived by the Academic Dean’s office based on prior academic work, the student will complete one course in place of each waived course to maintain a total of 12 classes/36 credits. If this applies, record the additional courses here:

1. Course Name: ____________________________
2. Course Name: ____________________________

Summative Evaluation

Comprehensive Examination or Thesis (Thesis requires completion of ENG 891 and approval of thesis proposal. ENG 891 counts as elective and thesis directed study counts as concentration course).